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In Native American culture, a dream catcher is a handmade object based on 

a hoop, incorporating a loose net, and decorated with items such as beads to

the particular dream catcher. There is a traditional belief is that a dream 

catcher catches a person’s bad dreams. 

The unique part of my dream catcher is that, the formation on the strings 

formed a Transformer Type of head. By no means, I never actually 

intentionally shape the way it was and I find it kind of amusing. This project 

took me about a week to finish. I don’t think I want to change anything about

it because I pretty much like the transformers myself even if the cartoons 

are guys. It just reminds me of my childhood every time I catch a glimpse of 

it. I would love 

The Legend of the dream catcher 

{Facts} 

“ The Ojibwa (Chippewa) believe that night is full of both good and bad 

dreams. When a dream catcher is hung above the place where you sleep it 

moves freely in the night air and catches the dreams as they drift by. The 

good dreams, knowing their way, pass through the opening in the center of 

the webbing while the bad dreams, not knowing the way, are caught in the 

webbing and destroyed at the first light of the morning sun. “ Bibliography: 

http://beautifuldreamcatchers. tumblr. com/ 

“ There are many variants to the dream catcher legend, some which say 

both the good and bad dreams are captured and some which say the good 

dreams slide down the feather to those sleeping below. Although the Ojibwa 

are credited as the first people to use Dream Catchers many other Tribes 
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and Native peoples have adopted Dream Catchers into their culture. Even 

though the designs and legends of Dream Catchers differ slightly, the 

underlying meaning and symbolism is universal and is carried across 

cultures and language barriers.” 
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